A rich phenomenology is revealed by temporally resolved image sequences of electrically charged ethanol microdroplets impacting on a conductive surface at temperatures bracketing the liquid boiling point. Notable phenomena include the flattening of the sessile droplets with reduced contact angle, increased evaporation rates for substrate temperatures below the fluid boiling point, and the hindrance of droplet rebound at the Leidenfrost temperature. Scaling considerations are presented to rationalize the observed behavior and to generalize conclusions to a broader droplet size range. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. ͓doi:10.1063/1.3431739͔
The impact of microdroplets on a solid substrate is of growing interest, with intense research activities on controlled deposition by maskless, bottom-up fabrication techniques for the production of many novel functional structures. [1] [2] [3] [4] Although the dominant deposition method is based on ink-jet printing ͑IJP͒, electrospray ͑ES͒ techniques 5 are coming to the fore, 6, 7 as they offer an appealing alternative because of their control on droplet size down to submicrons, a scale much smaller than that achievable by IJP. Therefore ES has the potential to achieve higher spatial resolution in the deposited materials. 7 Furthermore, increased deposition rates by orders of magnitude through multiplexing ensure that application requirements can be met. 8, 9 The problem is also relevant to desorption ES ionization in which electrosprayed charged droplets are impacted onto a surface to be chemically analyzed. 10 The issue of how the presence of electric charge on the droplets affects the impact process is yet to be addressed. On dielectric surfaces, not surprisingly, the electric charge was shown to increase the maximum spread of droplets. 11 For conductive surfaces, on the other hand, one would expect that the charge be promptly neutralized. We will show that for the microdroplets of interest in applications the electric charge may in fact play a significant role in the phenomenology ensuing droplet impact.
The droplet impact dynamics can be classified in terms of the Weber number We= dv 0 2 / ␥ and the Ohnesorge number Oh= / ͑␥d͒ 1/2 , the first representing the ratio of inertial force to surface tension one, while the second relates the viscous force to inertial and surface tension forces. In their definition, is the liquid mass density, v 0 is the droplet impacting velocity, d is the droplet diameter before impact, ␥ is the liquid interfacial tension, and is the liquid dynamic viscosity. 12 For typical ES droplets impacting a grounded surface, Weϳ O͑10͒ and Ohϳ O͑0.1͒, corresponding to a relatively gentle impact with droplet spreading, but without splashing. The additional parameter that has a significant effect is the surface temperature T s . Figure 1 depicts the experimental setup, which consists of three major components: an ES source ͑a stainless steel needle͒, an impacting target, and a high-speed camera. The ES source is charged at voltage V 1 , while an extractor electrode nearby is charged at V 2 . The ES is operated in the cone-jet mode, generating quasimonodispersed droplets in the ͓16-62 m͔ diameter range, depending on the flow rate, with typical relative standard deviation smaller than 10%. All tests are performed using ethanol, a liquid with good electrospraying properties. Its electrical conductivity K is measured at K = 1.3ϫ 10 −5 S / m. In some cases, we use corona discharge to neutralize the droplets and study their impact in the absence of electrostatic interactions. The droplet impact target is a thin, polished stainless steel plate that is electrically grounded and mounted on a cartridge heater. The distance between the extractor and the substrate is fixed, and the impact velocity can be adjusted by varying V 2 , while keeping V 2 −V 1 a constant. The impact processes are recorded with a high speed camera ͑Phantom v7.3, Vision Research, Wayne, NJ͒. Figure 2 shows the rich phenomenology captured by time-resolved image sequences of a charged microdroplet impacting on the conducting surface with T s in the 58-150°C range, bracketing the liquid boiling point ͑78°C͒. For each sequence, T s , d, and impact velocity v 0 are reported in the first column. Figure 1͑a͒ is a representation of a typical three-stage sequence:
͑i͒ Impact ͑0-20 s͒, during which the droplet contacts the substrate and deforms from a sphere to a liquid disk reaching a maximum spread diameter; ͑ii͒ recoil ͑20-45 s͒, during which surface tension drives the liquid back to a liquid hemispherical cap, which may oscillate several times after the initial recoil; ͑iii͒ quasisteady evaporation ͑Ն45 s͒, during which the sessile droplet retains its flattened shape and shrinks gradually until the evaporation is complete at 3.5 ms. The impact dynamics at 78°C ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ and 100°C ͓Fig. 2͑c͔͒ is similar to that at 58°C, except for larger contact angle, higher recoil amplitude, and shorter evaporation time at higher temperatures. At temperatures corresponding to the well-known Leidenfrost point, 13 the rebound may or may not be suppressed, depending on the droplet size and impact velocity, as shown for T s = 120°C ͓Figs. 2͑d͒-2͑f͔͒, or the droplet is quickly pulled back to the surface, at 150°C ͓Fig. 2͑g͔͒. Further details of sequences ͑a͒-͑c͒ and ͑d͒-͑g͒ are discussed below.
At the lower temperatures ͓sequences ͑a͒-͑c͔͒, the sessile droplet behavior is not qualitatively different from that of neutral microdroplets, [14] [15] [16] but for the role of the image force resulting from the integration of the Maxwell stress, e = 0 E 2 / 2, at the liquid/gas interface, where 0 is the dielectric permittivity of the medium ͑air͒ surrounding the liquid, and E is the electric field at the interface. The latter is related to the surface free charge density e through E = e / 0 . The magnitude of the image force can be estimated using a liquid spherical cap model, as shown in Fig. 3͑a͒ . When the droplet reaches maximum spread, roughly 1/2 of the initial charge q is lost through the bottom of the droplet contacting the conducting surface. The surface area of the hemispherical cap ͑ Յ 90°͒ is A cap = ͓4 / ͑2 + cos ͔͒ 1/3 A 0 ϳ A 0 , where A cap is the surface area of the spherical cap and A 0 is the surface area of the droplet before impact. Consequently, the surface charge density of the spherical cap is approximately 1/2 of that of the droplet before impact, or e = 0 / 2, and e = 0 / 4. Implicitly, we assumed negligible evaporation and the remaining charge at the liquid/gas interface to be "frozen" during the very short impact and recoil times, which implies that the charge relaxation time t e = / K is sufficiently long, where is the dielectric permittivity of the liquid and / 0 = 25.3 for ethanol at room temperature. e is bound by the Rayleigh limit, 17 that is, e Յ ͑8␥ 0 / d͒ 1/2 , requiring that the Maxwell stress does not exceed the interfacial stress, i.e., R =4␥ / d. Because the charge level of the ES generated droplets is typically at 50%-80% of the Rayleigh limit, 18 we eventually obtain 0 ϳ ␥ / 2d. This image force, if the charge is not quickly transferred to the substrate upon impact, is sufficiently large to cause qualitative and quantitative changes in the impact behavior. For the typical values of the experimental conditions, i.e., ␥ = 0.0224 N / m and d =30 m, we obtain e Ϸ 400 Pa and an image force F e Ϸ e A 0 Ϸ 1 N, that is 1000-fold the weight of the droplet. Figures 3͑b͒ and 3͑c͒ show an example of the effect of image force on two sessile droplets: a neutral one and a charged one. We notice an obvious change in the contact angle from a value of 81°for the neutral droplet to 56°for the charged one. Application of the Young-Laplace equation to the neutral droplet yields ␥ sg − ␥ sl = ␥ cos 1 , where ␥ sg and ␥ sl are interfacial tension for solid-gas and solid-liquid interfaces, respectively. For a charged droplet, the electric charge causes an additional tension ␥ e along the One significant effect caused by the change in contact angle is on the evaporation rate of a sessile droplet. Smaller contact angles resulting from the electric stress yield larger ratios of surface area to volume, and eventually faster evaporation rate. Figure 4 shows the evaporation of four droplets with apparent contact angle varying from 43.2°to 51.1°as a result of different charge levels on the droplet. The evaporation can be described by A͑t͒ = A͑0͒ − Ct, where t is time, A͑t͒ is the surface area of the liquid cap, and C is the evaporation constant for each evaporating liquid cap. In Fig. 4 , C is the slope of the fitted lines. As expected, the slope is steeper for smaller contact angles, which is in agreement with the relationship derived in Ref. 19. When T s is sufficiently larger than the fluid boiling point, a thin vapor layer forms between the bottom of the droplet and the substrate upon impact. This condition corresponds to the well-known Leidenfrost point. At this point, the contact angle is nearly 180°and a microdroplet generally tends to experience rebound. As the charged microdroplet is subject to a significant image force, a picoliter droplet does not rebound ͓Fig. 2͑d͔͒. For the same surface temperature, on the other hand, larger droplets ͑ϳ0.1 nl͒ do experience rebound, as shown in Figs. 2͑e͒ and 2͑f͒. To understand this behavior one has to compare the charge relaxation time, t e ϳ 16 s, for the liquid under examination, to the impact time, given by t im =8d / 3v 0 . 20 For t im Ͼ t e , charge transport from the droplet to the conducting surface is completed during contact and the image force plays no role in the postimpact developments. This is the case for the larger droplets ͑ϳ0.1 nl͒ with relatively long contact time, at 50 and 70 s in Figs. 2͑e͒ and 2͑f͒, respectively. Consequently, both droplets experience rebound, in sharp contrast with the sequence in Fig.  2͑d͒ for the same surface temperature, where the droplet is pinned to the surface. At an even higher temperature, T s = 150°C, the charged microdroplet first rebounds because of the thicker vapor cushion between the droplet and the surface and is quickly attracted back to the surface ͓Fig. 2͑g͔͒. We can construct the displacement function y͑t͒ by tracking the center of mass displacement of the droplet as a function of time, deriving velocity, acceleration, kinetic energy, and electric potential energy after rebound, and estimating the amount of charge remaining on the droplet. In Fig. 2͑g͒ , after impact, the droplet loses 90% of the original kinetic energy, as a result of strong viscous energy dissipation. The estimated amount of charge is 6 ϫ 10 −14 C, which is 40% of the Rayleigh limit, confirming that a significant amount of charge remains on the droplet even after the impact. The calculated acceleration is O͑1000g͒ and is consistent with the previous estimate. Table I summarizes the relevant scaling of competing physical processes for droplets of various sizes. The table lists, in addition to droplet size and volume, impact time, t im , charge relaxation time, t e , viscous time t v , the ratio of the latter to the impact time, t v / t im , and the acceleration a im due to image force, i.e., a im = F e / m = ␥d / 8 / ͑d 3 / 6͒ϳ␥ / d 2 . For a significant amount of charge to remain on the droplet after impact, t im Ͻ t e , which is certainly satisfied for the femtoliter droplet. For the intermediate case of picoliter droplet, we have already shown that the electric charge has a dramatic effect on the contact angle. For nanoliter or larger droplets, on the other hand, t im is much longer, which suggests that charge transport from the droplet to the conducting surface is completed during contact.
The viscous time is defined as t v = h 2 / , where is the liquid kinematic viscosity. The characteristic length scale is h, the height of the flattened splat, 21 given by h =2d 3 / 3d max 2 , where d max is the maximum diameter of splat that can be computed using an energy balance and is typically 2d, under the present experimental conditions. As shown in Fig. 2͑g͒ , viscous damping does appear to dissipate much of the droplet kinetic energy during impact in the case of the small droplets. The characteristic time ratio t v / t im gauges the relative importance of viscous dissipation to the convection of droplet kinetic energy. The image force is unlikely to play a role if this ratio is much larger than unity. On the other hand, for small values of t v / t im , the majority of the convected kinetic energy will be dissipated on impact. Under these conditions, the image force is sufficiently strong to bring the droplet back to the substrate. In summary, temporally resolved sequences of the impact of charged picoliter droplets on a conducting surface for different surface temperatures show that the image force experienced by the droplet plays a significant role on the postimpact history, so long as the droplet charge level before impact is sufficiently high and a significant fraction of the charge remains on the droplet after the initial impact. If the surface temperature is at or below the liquid boiling point, the image force prevents any rebound and leads to enhanced evaporation rate of the flattened, sessile droplet. Above the Leidenfrost point, the image force either prevents the droplet from bouncing off the surface or promptly pulls it back to the surface. Scaling arguments demonstrate that the importance of the image force is not a foregone conclusion and, in fact, does not apply to larger, nanoliter droplets.
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